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Meeting is Tuesday the 8th of November at the Pierson Center. It
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Gentleman,

If you are like myself you are probably more than a little perplexed, downhearted and frankly
disgusted with this whole political season. No I am not going to go into a political debate. Well
who knows, these editorials are never pre written and barely edited so not sure where it will
end. The point is I think most people, no matter what camp you are in, are more than a little
discouraged by what looks like two of the worst candidates ever. It is truly hard to take either
one seriously as both seem to be what is wrong with this country and with the character of the
citizenry. Now don’t get me wrong, I am by no means someone who blushes easily and have
said many things that even I don’t think are correct. However nobody is asking me to run for a
high office either. What I suggest is that if we are going to either elect Buffon 1 or Buffon 2, or
continue to have just a couple people continually run everything, then we come up with a new
system.
Why not have a lotto to be President. If you want to be President you get to buy a ticket for say
$10 and you are now in the running for the highest office possible. The money would be used
for some dog and pony show as it always is used for. Then the day of the election they have a
lotto drawing and if you are called you get to have 2 years as President. It could not be any
worse than what we are seeing now and who knows, we might actually have someone who
could do something right for a change. Since all the folks running things are playing a game
that only they have the rules too, I ask what difference does it make who is actually sitting on
the Throne. We are all underneath the throne anyways. Powerless to make any real changes
and powerless to move those out who do. So if you really want to see change then voting is
what you need to do. Vote, yes vote. The IPMS Livonia Chapter is too important to allow these
club elections to just go buy without all the members voting. Why let two incompetent boobs
take over and exert their modeling view points on the rest of us. One likes armor and cars, the
other likes armor and motorcycles and maybe they both like planes and some other stuff. So
grab a pitchfork and a torch, and head to the club meeting on November 8, 2016 at the
Pierson Center. Its time to decide if Tim Howell from Livonia, or Big Bob Blevins and his plastic
fantastic political machine is the man to run the IPMS Livonia club. Everyone should be heard
and this election is no different. If you cant make the meeting then you should email Bob, Tim
or even myself with what your vote is. This is the fight we have all been waiting for. Make your
vote count and stand up a be heard, and not be just part of the herd.
Ian
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Hasegawa's 1/72 scale F-4N Phantom II
by Fernando Rolandelli

2015
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History
F-4N Phantoms were F-4Bs refurbished in
1970 under a program called Bee Line.
Altogether 228 Bs went through the
programme in NAS North Island, California,
where they were stripped and inspected.
They were then completely rebuilt using
new parts.
The changes included a structural
strengthening to extend the fatigue life,
plus a complete rewiring. They retained the
engines (albeit with some smoke abatment
equipment), thin wings and tires, the main
radar, and the undernose infrared search
and track detector of the F-4B, but were
fitted with an F-4J-style slotted stabilator.
The F-4N was fitted with Sanders AN/ALQ126 or -126B deceptive electronic
countermeasures equipment, in longer
fairings than those used by the same
equipment on the F-4J because of the
difficulty in routing the cables.
Other changes included a helmet sight
Visual Target Acquisition System (VTAS)
and a Sidewinder Expanded Acquisition
Mode (SEAM). A new dogfight mission
computer was provided, together with
auto-altitude reporting equipment. APX-76
or APX-80 air-to-air IFF equipment was
fitted, plus AN/ASW-25 one-way datalink.
The last Navy F-4N was retired from VF201 based at NAS Dallas, Texas in
February of 1984. The last Marine Corps
unit to fly the F-4N was VFMA-134, which
relinquished the type in 1985.
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A long time ago, in the 1980’s, I used to
admire the 1/72 Fujimi Phantoms as
“serious” kits with good attention to detail.
The newer Hasegawas are a step forward, with
extra finesse, a better proportioned cockpit
(though still completely bare) and better lines
(though I still miss the “standard armament
package” coming in any Fujimi Phantom!). The
kit used is the VF-111 boxing, HSG00365,
complete with special decals. An Eduard PE
73207set was thrown in, with some
armament provided by the Hasegawa
Weapons Sets nos.III (Sidewinders) and V
(Sparrows) for good measure. The kit is
produced as a “multimould”, allowing many
different versions to be built, so its
breakdown is a bit complex; on the upper
side, lots of extra parts are provided. This
particular boxing is a bit inflexible, because it
comes with the “thin wing” exclusive to the F4B/N (and RF-4B), but extra parts include
both types of A/B cans, all kinds of fin tips,
instrument coamings, ECM fairings and
other details.

Construction
The PE set fits wonderfully on instrument
panels and consoles, but the sidewalls and
the bathtub are left a bit bare, so they
received some structural detail. Though the
seats are customarily replaced by
aftermarket pieces, the ones in the kit look
reasonably good and can be greatly
enhanced with the PE parts, so I kept them
(at some time one of the shoulder belts
dropped off, you can see that in the photos!).
The rear seat was raised a couple of mms as
per the Eduard instructions. The whole
cockpit was painted FS 36231.
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The fuselage went together without
inconvenience, taking some care in the
alignment of the front and rear parts. Some
filler is necessary in the joints at the lower
nose pan, the intakes, and the lower
fuselage. I did not do anything in the intake
trunks area. The wheel wells receive some
detailing with plastic scraps and wire. I
chose to open the air brakes, taking
advantage of the “flat” wing: in a “bulged”
wing, the operation of adapting the PE
brakes would be infinitely more difficult. The
area was hollowed by the “hole and scribe”
method; the fit of the PE pieces is perfect.
The interior of the exhaust cans was
detailed with some Tamiya tape cut to strips
and fixed to mimick the petals.
In any “modern” fighter-bomber, the task of
building the external load is almost as
tiresome as building the aircraft itself;
moreover, some research is on order, for the
loads are always very specific, and they are
seldom seen carrying the wide variety and
quantity theoretically possible. In this case, I
have seen that, though USAF’s Phantoms
almost invariably carried the “Sgt. Fletcher”
wing tanks, Navy’s often made do with only
the centerline one. Also, I found that the
weapons load, in certain type of CAP
configuration, was reduced to four AIM-9s
and just two AIM-7s, these being carried in
the rear bays. Good Sparrows being a
scarce commodity, I opted for this
configuration. The Sidewinders are the 9D/G variant, typical of Navy aircraft in the
mid-seventies; it is amazing the number of
kit producers and model builders alike who
include the wrong subtype and should know
better. Some antenna blades were replaces
by PE parts; these greatly increase the
finesse of the model.
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Painting
Being a very light, glossy scheme, it is very hard to obtain an interesting look
with the regular Navy FS 16440/White scheme, let alone a realistic one. I 2015
preshaded the model extensively, with a Brown-Black concoction, both
freehand and masking.
After painting each color, I mixed slightly different shades using greys and
tans to impart a different look to certain panels. After all the hard airbrush
work, the model still looked hopeless until the very last steps involving oil
washes and pastel powders.
Main paints were Xtracolor.
The metal zones at the exhausts and tailplanes should be treated with some
care in any Phantom model. I painted the whole lot with Alclad Aluminium, then
the dark zones with Testor's Magnesium, and then did some postshading with
Gunmetal. For the exhaust themselves, a first coat of Gunmetal was followed
with some Alclad Burnt Metal, for a warm copperish look.
Decals
I used the kit’s decals, being of the highest quality and performing flawlessly
on the nice glossy surface. Even the walkways and the antiglare band came
from the decal sheet, and the fearsome looking sharkmouth did not pose any
problem, provided that you place it correctly to start with. The Red trims were,
however, painted, after obtaining as best a match as I could using Xtracolor
Insignia Red and drops of Black. The same mix was used to compensate the
irregularities in the big “Sundown” fin badge.
Conclusion
Once you are into it, it is difficult to leave the Phantom stream. There are
hundreds of them. At first, they look all the same, then all different, then all
the same again (just like the 109s and 190s!). Fujimi Phantoms were not bad,
but the Hasegawas’ are excellent kits, of the highest quality, relatively easy to
assemble, and with the addition of the PE they look very, very good. Particular
boxings come in and out of the market, but new editions are always coming,
and with the in-built options, and the plethora of aftermarket decals available
(though they also come and go) you can hardly miss your target.
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Using the Uschi van der Rosten -Metal Polishing
Powders.

2015
The Uschi Metal Polishing Powders have been around for a couple years and are well worth
checking out for yourself. They are a line of metal powders that come in Chrome, Iron and Steel.
What the powders do are give a very metallic look to the surface of plastic once they have been
prepped with paint. To get a very shiny metal look it is best to use a gloss black or grey base.
This gloss coat is much like using a gloss black coat before spraying Alclad or the Testors
Metalizer. If you are so inclined you can use other gloss metal shades to very the effect of the
powders.
The powders are very simple to use, requiring only that they are applied with a q-tip or brush
and then polished back out or burnished with a q-tip. This will make the powder shine so that it
resembles metal. As with any powder it is best not to breath it in, but it does not have any odors
or fumes when being used. A very simple and very effective way to achieve a believable metal
finish.
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Front of barrel highlighted with Chrome to give a slight
shine to barrel.

Dragon MG-42 with iron and steel powder.

The price for the powders varies depending on where they are purchased but they are not
cheap. Each little bottle was about $15-$17 when they were purchased. However, you can do
many models with this amount of powder and when compared to either Alclad or Testors
Metalizer it is a relative deal. It is also easy to use on large scale models. The Dragon MG-42 is
a 1/6 scale model kit and yet there was no problem getting this covered and not using a ton of it
either. If you are interested in seeing more about using the Uschi van der Rosten – Metal
Polishing Powder you can visit the You Tube link below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4qSNFd1fS4.
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Contest Corner

2015
Model of the Year Standings 2016
Greg Henderson

26 points

Alex Mierzejewski

26 points

Ian Dow

24points

Albert Divida

20 points

Jerry Fraske

17 points

Mike Kendel

8 points

Rick Forys

6 points

John Kesner

6 points

Chris Nichols

2 points

Steve Freeman

1 point

Tim Howell

1 point

Jim Ashford

1 point

Juniors
Robert Helms

16 points

Thomas Rye

10 points
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Mess Hall
By Grunty the Magic Pig

2015

Turkey Tetrazzini Deluxe
1 h 12 servings 493 cals
Ingredients:
1) 1 (16 ounce) package linguine pasta
2) 1/2 cup butter
3) 3 cups sliced fresh mushrooms
4) 1 cup minced onion
5) 1 cup minced green bell pepper
6) 2 (10.75 ounce) cans condensed cream of mushroom soup
7) 2 cups chicken broth
8) 2 cups shredded sharp Cheddar cheese
9) 1 (10 ounce) package frozen green peas
10)

1/2 cup cooking sherry

11)

1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

12)

1 teaspoon salt

13)

1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper

14)

4 cups chopped cooked Turkey, white and dark if desired.

15)

1 cup grated Parmesan cheese

16)

paprika to taste
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Directions:

2015

1.

Bring a large pot of lightly salted water to a boil. Add pasta and cook for 8 to 10
minutes or until al dente; drain and set aside.

2.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees F (190 degrees C).

3.

Meanwhile, melt butter in a large saucepan over medium heat. Add
mushrooms, onion and bell pepper and saute until tender. Stir in cream of
mushroom soup and chicken broth; cook, stirring, until heated through.

4.

Stir in pasta, Cheddar cheese, peas, sherry, Worcestershire sauce, salt, pepper
and turkey. Mix well and transfer mixture to a lightly greased 11x14 inch baking
dish. Sprinkle with Parmesan cheese and paprika.

Bake in the preheated oven for 25 to 35 minutes, or until heated through.
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